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Dear Beltway Crap Weasel*,
Because of my situation, I speak with many who have illegally crossed the Southern U.S.
border. They are members of groups such as AZATLAN, LA RAZA, MECCHA, SORENOS,
other gangs and JIHADISTS. The Hispanic gangs say they are infiltrating all areas of the
United States for "RECONQUISTA" of the five (5) Southwestern States and overthrow of the
relevant State governments. The JIHADISTS clearly say they intend to destroy and overthrow
the Federal government of which you are part. These drastically different groups formed
alliances wherein they work together. They say "My enemy's enemy is my friend". Their
present covert training will later be overt actions, they say. (They see me as a fellow POW.)
The illegal Hispanics and Jihadists (treated as one here) say those who support their open
border agenda are "Useful Idiots" and "dumb M.. F...s" who will be "dead" in the end. They
depend on false ideas that Legals will not report them to police to gain footholds with
legislators. When illegal alien gangs are given SANCTUARY, then both "LEGALS" and "good
illegals" are afraid to report crimes. Most good people are afraid to report crimes when gangs of
illegals have SANCTUARY, such as in your CA district. They will wait until they have
sufficient persons to go to "WAR".
I am an electronics expert who designed and used electronic security and surveillance systems
for 30-years. A drone only surveils a few hundred feet at a time so "COYOTES" and Human
Traffickers need only watch until drones pass to cross an open border. Such technology often
fails in bad weather.
Only a fence of steel and sometimes concrete with hardwired detection devices works with any
efficiency. Such steel fence delays illegals long enough for the BORDER PATROL to get them
after being detected. The new security fence at San Diego cut illegal border crossings down to
10% of prior levels. Added detection devices to such a security fence will increase police safety
and simplify their job.
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Illegal Aliens cost the U.S. about $250-billion every year. That's 25% of the average yearly
BUDGET DEFICIT since 2008. $5.7-billion is a pittance for a new SECURITY FENCE that
would save We the People Trillions in Budget Deficit. It's YOUR CHOICE to be a Financial
and Security Wizard in the eyes of We the People by protecting the Southern U.S. Border or
being a victim of the JIHADIST and RECONQUISTA TERRORISTS, if they ever get their
CIVIL WAR plan together. God Bless!!!
Sincerely,
/s/ Gary M. Northington
--------------------------------* a TERM OF ENDEARMENT from those who LOVE YOU!!!
********** ********** ********** ********** **********
Dear Brother Rudy and Sister Erin,
Thanks for your New Years Hope and Blessing. I enjoyed the TEXAS joke and had to chuckle
and smile about the YANKEE Leftist. Get the jump on!!! And, he can take half of Congress
too.
I hope you like my letter to the BELTWAY CRAP WEASEL!!! Should I have piled on the fly
attractor (Cow Pies) or was HONEY the best way??? I felt HONEY might further inflate her
grossly-oversized EGO.
Hey! I also don't have faith in the satanic legal system which is based on the ancient Babylonian
Merchant Code. Paul used it with King Agrippa, etc. However, I use it because those who have
authority therein and fail to act in TRUTH and LOVE of God are condemned to everlasting
punishment where the fire does not go out. MATTHEW 16:19. I've seen at least 31 evildoers,
who intended me harm, fall due to sincere prayer and sometimes fasting with the prayer. I am
God's Warrior in both name and action, like the One on the pale horse (Gary means "Warrior";
Michael is a Warrior). REVELATION 19.
Regarding POMafia #14: I requested CORIZON Doctors to answer, "Why did you not DO
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING to determine cause of the ALLERGIC REACTION?" DR. BADAWI
KHADER ABDELLATIF (Dearborn, MI) said he did not understand "do diagnostic testing"
and "allergic reaction". They are evasive with answers in court just as they are with putting
facts in medical records. JOHN 8:42-47.
I was overwhelmed with the amount of mail in your photo. I hope my POMafia #14 did not
overload you. I sent it by email because 11 emails is less than 32-pages of hard copy. I hope
you figured out the ORDER in which I numbered the 11 emails of POMafia #14 because my
readout shows JPay or MDOC sent them out of order from my numerical arrangement.
Debra Cochran of Gilbert, AZ sent me a letter but MDOC shredded the part with her address.
Can you give me her snail mail address or forward an email so I can thank her for the Christmas
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card?
The funds my brother sent in NOVEMBER went fast because institutional debts of court filings
ate it up for legal mail I charged because of the missing 20 AUGUST Money Order. He is now
tracking down the $$$ that vanished on 20 AUGUST 2018. GTL Financial cashed the Postal
Money Order but MDOC never put the EFT into my account.
I've wanted for months to sing LION OF JUDAH like the other two songs. When I get
sufficient funds, I'll put something on my phone account and call you.
Thanks for all the help and Godly Love from the Family of Christ.
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